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SILK •

.I1n Essay on the Culture and Manufactu"e if Sille, by H. P.
Brandenburg, Meade coumty, Kentltcky.

BYRAM,

,Experience of past ages has fully proved that the climate of the United'
States is as well adapte<\ to the nature and habits, of the silk-worm and the
production of silk, as that of any other country. Several varieties of the
mulberry being indigenous in our soil, and those generapy used in the native country of the silk-worm succeed equally well in our own soil and clirna,te. Hence, from the nature and habits of the American people, we
·must soon become the greatest silk-growing nation on the earth.

The first step towards the production of silk, is td secure a supply of
'
suitable food for the silk-worm.
Having tried all the varieties in,troduced into our country, I 'find the
morus multlcaulis and the Canton varieties, all things considered, most

suitable for that purpose.
'
' ,
Propagation if th,e Mu!berry,-;Although the experience of some years
past has re.ndered th~s. subject ~amilJar t~ many, yet those now most likely
to engage In the lept.mate busmess of sllk-growmg may be less acquainted
with the propagation of the tree. I shall g",:e some brief direction on the
~~

,

Almost any soil that is high and dry, and that will mature Indian corn,
is suitable for the mulberry. That, however, which is inclined to be light
or sandy is the best.
,
The morns multicaulis may he propagated by cuttings or layers, (or a good
yariety may be raised from the seed.)

Cuttings may be of one or more

buds, planted perpendicularly, in a light, mellow bed of good soiL They
should be planted when the spring has fully opened, or about ,the usual
time of planting corn. They may be planted in the rows, about twelve
inches apart, and the

TOWS

at a sufficient distance to admit of a thorough

eultivation with a plough or cultivator, The ground should be kept mel19,w until past mid-summer.
,1 Select a suitable piece of ground for " permanent orchard. It would be
well if broken up in the fall, and again ploughed in the spring, and, if followed with the subsoil plough, it would be advantageous. After a
thorough harrowing it should be laid off in rows each way eight feet by
four, with the plough, The trees at one 'year old from the nursery should
be taken up, the tops cut off near the root, and one planted in each of the
squares or hills.
Having tried various methods of planting and different distances, I pr.efer

tpese here given, This will admit the free use of the plough and cultivator
both ways,
'
In latitudes north of 38° or 40°, where land is dear, they may be planted,
much nearer.

If a sufficient quantity of cuttings from old trees cannot at

~nce be procured, the trees from the nursery should be taken up

in the fall,

t
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ond burried in a cellar, or upon the north side of a bank or hill, in alternate
layers of trees and earth, and the whole protected by a shed from the rains
qf winter, -as the plants seldoni sufficiently mature the first season from the
cuttings, to withstand the winters of a northern climate, particularly that
portion above the ground. South of 38 0 of latitude these precautions may
not be necessary.
The Cantoll mulberry is a more hardy kind, resembling in some degree,
the varieties known as the common Italian, producin'g' a large full thick
leaf. This variety is propagated from seed and from lay'ers, but does not \
. readily strike root from cuttings.
In 1838, I procured a quantity of this seed from Oanton, which pro·
duced a Va1'wty o~ plants.
Those producing the greatest quantity of
fruit yield an inferior leaf.
They are now propagating this variety very extensively at the silk-grow
ing establishment at EcollC!my, Pennsylvania, which, in connection with,
the morus multicaulis, constitute the principal food used at this establish
menl.
The fruit should be gathered when fully ripe, and the seed washed out
an~ dried.
If south of the thirty-ninth parallel of latitude, they may be
planted the same season. North of this, they should be planted in the following spring, in a bed of rich earlh prepared as 'for beets or onions, arid
planted in drills about eighteen inches apart. The young plants sh'ould be
thinned to the distance of from one to three inches from each other. They
should be well cultivated, when they will attain the height of three or four
fee-t the first s€ason.· In the fali, in a northern climate, the young trees
should be taken up and protected during the winter, as directed for the
morus muIticaulis.
In the following spring the branches may be taken off nem' the' main
stem, the top shortened, and the whole tree planted, completely covering'
the roots and the main stem from one to two inches deep. In this way two
or more trees may be" produced from each plant. If a full supply 'can be
procured, the roots. of the young plants may at once be removed to the
orchard. They may be aHowed to stand much nearer than the rnulticaulis,
leaving only sufficient room for cultivation.
'
When seed is required it would be well to plant out a portion from the
seed bed at once, as standards for this purpose, always selecting those
bearingjidl head-shaped leaves.
.
The leaves of the white Italian produce a good heavy cocoon, and should
always be used in the last age of the worms when othe1' lm-ge1' leaved varie
ties cannot be obtained.
Cultivation.-The mulberry orchard should be annually cultivated. Th.
gl'ound kept mellow and fl'ee from weeds until the middle of July.
The fields should be divided into three equal parts, and after the second
season from 'plm;tlllg, one-thi1'd each 'Year should be cut down near the
ground. . ThIS WIll cause a more vigorous growth, and an abundant crop
of foliage.
Feeding 4J>a1'trnent~.-Various plans ,have been proposed ~nd adopted
for cocoonenes or feedlng~sheds for the sIlk-worm; none of whICh,' I think
are without objection, except a perfect laboratory, so constructed as to he
able to fully control the atmosphere and temperature within. These however, would h,e too expensive, and require too much skill and judgm~nt for
general adop\lOn.
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Open or shed-feeding has been employed with some su?cess of I~te years,
and for general use may be the mosl successful for fannly estabhshlllents.
This however, confines the whole business particularly in the northern
state~, to one or two crops in the season. South of Ohio, more can be
successfully fed.
.
These sheds ma~ be cheaply made, by setting some durable posts in the
ground, say from SIX .to eight feet high, with a roof of shingles ·or boards .
. 'rhe roof should project two feet over the sides. There should be some
temporary protection to the ends and sides of the shed, perhaps the best
and cheapest Cali be made of strong . cotton cloth, (osnaburg;) three or
four widths should be sewed together, with small rods across the bottom
which will answer as weights, and also as rollers, which, by the aid of a
pulley may be rolled up or let down at pleasure.
'l.'he w.idth of the sheds must be governed by the size of the hurdles 01
feeding trays used. The width that I have adopted is from eighteen to
twenty feet. The length ~ccording to the extent of the feeding contemplated.
.
Where it is designed to canoy on ail extensive business, a building
should be constructed expressly for the purpose. It should be Q11 an elevated situation, convenient to the mulberry orchard. There should b~ a
cellar under the building. Any material commonly used for building may
be employed. If of wood, weather-boarded and Plastenid. It would be·
well to fill up the space between the two with tan bark or unbumt brick, or
something of the kind, which will render the temperature more uniform.
The width of the building should be twenty or twenty-eight feet. The
former admitting of two, and the latter of three double "anges of hurdles or
trays of suitable size. The length suited to the extent of the business designed. It should be two stories high, and so constructed as to be thoroughly ventilated. There should be two double doors in each end, with doors,
windows, and ventilators in the sides. The windows should extend to near
the top 'of the rooms. There should be sliding ventilators near the floor.
The windows may be filled with oiled paper or clo·lh,.which will admit the
light and exclude the sun. It would also be important to have under each
tier of hurdles, through the fioor, two planks of ten inches width each,hung
with hinges that they may be raised at pleasure by a pulley. Also an upright ventilator on the roof, fitted with blinds, thro\Jgh which a constant
draft may be kept up. .
.
In one end of the building in
of the two doors there should be a
ventilating wheel made of thin boards, (plank,) much after the form of the
wheels applied to the stern of our steam propellers. These wheels should
be about two feet in diameter. They should be put in motion for a fe1\(
minutes every hour, or oftener in still weather. Both may be made to turn
by one crank, connecting each by bands and whirls to the main shaft.
. An ail' .furnace, such as is now employed in heating churches, and other
buildings, should be constructed in the cellar, and so arranged as to draw
<directly from the feeding-rooms all the ail' necessary to supply the furnace.
The air, when heated in the chamber, should be conveyed through the
whole length of the rooms, in a square pipe with openings at short distances
from each other, which should increase in size as they recede frOID the furnace. The~e openings may 'be so connecteu as to be all closed at once! or
a valve apphed at the a:il'~chambel' may be used to cut off the comlUUnICation of heated air when the temperature is sufficiently high in the room.
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suffering the hot air to escape outside of the building. In the last ages of
the worms the furnace will be found of great benefit, even when the ~eat is
not required in the. rooms, for the purpose of drawing off and consuIDmg the

impure air of the cocoonery.
.
At Economy, they not only make use of air-furnaces, but in an adjoining
building they have a large" air-pump constantly in operation, conrlected with

the cocoonery by a pipe with small openings through the length of the
building. This pump is kept in motion by a steam engine. ,
With good eggs, when proper means have been employed for their preservation and the feeding apartments thoroughly ventilated, I do not know
of a single instance where the worms have proved unhealthy.
From the conviction that proper regard had not generally been paid to
the ventilation of cocooneries, in the summer of 1842 I commenced a series
of experiments by which I ascertained that the silk worm, during its last
age, consumed nemrly its own weight of leaves daily; and that the amount
of .exhalations or imperceptible pe'rspi1'ation given off in proportion to the
quantity of food consumed, was about equal to that ascertained to escape
from a healthy man,
I found, from the most carefully conduct.ed experiments, that the weight
of one hundred thousand silk worms, about five days before their time of
winding, was four hundred and fifty-eight pounds, and that they would consume daily three l~undred and seventy-two pounds of leaves, * and that thei,r
increased weight in twenty:fowr !!oun from the food consumed was/M,ty-six
pounds j and that the enormous amount of two hund1'ed and six pounds
. was giverl off in the same time, in the form of exhalat~':,ns or imperceptible
"perspiration alone. This i then, I think, fully explains the cause of disease
complained of by many, and establishes the importance of ventilation in
every possible form.
In one· corner of the building there should be a hatching room, with
which the furnace below should be connected, so as to receive a greater or
less degree of heat, as may be required, without reference to the temperature of the feeding rooms ..
Fixt,wes.-In fitting up the hurdles, or feeding-shelves for a buildlllg of
twenty feet wide; it will require a" double range of posts two and a half or
three inches square, on each side of the centre of the room, running lengthwise, and the length of the shelves apart, in the ranges, and each two corresponding posts, crosswise of the ranges, about the width of the two shelves
apart. <?n e~ch double range across the posts are n~iIed sh'ips, one inch
or more lJ1 \:v:,-dth and about fifteen inches apart, on wIuch the trays or hU,rdles rest, whiCh may be drawn o.ut or slid in as may be found necessary In
feeding. The aisles or passages of a building of the aboye width will be
four feet each, allowing two feet for the width of each single hurdle.
The, hurdles that I have used for many years are of twine net-work. A
frame I~ first n;ade five feet long and two feet wide, pf boards seven-eIghths
of an Inch thICk, and one and a half inches wide. There should be two
brace~ across the frame at ~qual distances of five-eighths by seven-eigtths
of an Inch sguare. On a lme about half an inch from the in~er edge 01 the
frame are dl'lven tacks nearly down to their heads, at such dlstances as will

-

*- Had these Vlorms been fed in the ordinary manner they would have consumed many more
leaves in the same time. But to preserve the greatest possible accuracy througb the whole
experiment, they were fed rather sparingly.
"
'
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malee the meshes of the net about three-quarters of an inch square. Good
hemp or flax: twine is puSsed around these tacks, fei-ming a net by passing
the filling double over and under the warp, or. that part of the twme that
runS lengthwise. This twine should be somewhat smaller than that running length",ise. On a damp day the twine becomes tight; I then give
the nettmg two good coats of shellac varnish. This cements the whole together and renders it firm and dmable.
The varnish is made by dissolving a quantity of gum shellac in alcohol.
in a tin-covered vessel, and placed near the fire. It should be reduced,
when used, to the consistence of paint.
Ano.ther set of frames are made in the same way and of the Sat;ne size,
and covered with strong cotton or tow cloth; this is secured with small ~acks.
Upon these the net frames rest, which serve to catch the litter that falls
through from the worms.
Hurdles roade and supported in this manner admit ,Of a more free chcu
lation of air, and the litter is less liable to mould or ferment, and can be removed and cleaned at pleasure.
..
With this kind of hurdle and screen, I roak-e use of winding frames, constructed in the following manner: A light frame is made of boards one and
a half inches wide, and the length" of the hunnes, and two feet and fo·ur
inches wiue; this is filled crosswise with thin laths about one inch apart in
the clear. The manner of using these will be hereafter explained. They
answer the two-fold purpose of winding frames and mounting ladders.
The,care and expense required in fitting up a house on this plan may
prevent its gene1'al adoption.
The mO!"t common method that has been heretofore employed is· permanent shelves, but the labor required to keep the worms properly cleaned
renders this plan objectionable..
.
At Economy, Pennsylvania, the rearing of the silk worm is now carried
on to a great extent and more successfully than in any other part of the
United· States, or perhaps the world. Their houses are two stories high.
The worms are fed .on small trays about eighteen or twenty inches wide,
and about three feet long. They are supported in the same manner as the
hurdles above described, and are about six inches apart. When the worms.
are about ready. to wind, they are transferred to the upper story, to perma·
nent shelves, about sixteen inches apart, where they fOfm theil" cocoons in
bunches of straw placpd upright between the shelves: The worms are
cleaned at least once after every moulting, and after the last, every day.
For this purpose they have nets wove or lmit, of cotton twine, something
larg-er .than the size of the trays, with meshes of various sizes suited to
the age of the worms. For the last age they are about three-quarters of an
inch squnre. These are used .without frames. vVhen it .is required to re~
move the worms from their litter} the nets m'e "laid lightly over them} and
then plentifully fed. When the wonns have arisen upon the fresh leaves,
they are removed by two persons taking hold of the four corners of the net
and transferring them to clean trays, ·held and carried off by a third person.
One hundred thousand are changed in this manner in two hours.
DesC1'iption if the Silk WOT1n.-It will be necessary for the inexperienced
culturist to have some knowledge of the forms, changes} and appearances
of the S~n{ worm before.he enters· upon the uuties of his interesti~g charge.
The sllk Worm is a species of caterpillar, whose life is one contInual sue·
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cession of changes, which, in due time, becomes a moth or winged insect,
like others of the genus.
The time occupied in going through its different forms of existence varies
in different countries-governed by climate, telliperature, and the quality
and quantity of the food upon which it is fed, and the nature of the particular variety of the insect.
The ,,,arm changes or casts its skin (of the common varieties) four times
before it attains its full growth: These changes are called moultings, and
the 'periods intervening between the several moultings are termed ages.
When it is first hatched it is of a blackish color, which afterwards becomes
lighter, varying almost daily to different shades, and in 'different varieties
through every age, to the close of the last, or near the time of spinning,
when it assumes a. grayish yellow semi-transparent appearance.
Having, tried all the varieties that have been introduced into the United
States, those I consider the best are kno\vn as the Chinese intperial, producing a large ~almon ~olored peann,t shaped cocoon; and a kind called t1~e
peanut, prdciuclllg a mixture of whIte and salmon-colored cocoons. ThIS
variety produces a larger and more firm cocoon than any of that name that
I have seen.
Time qf Hatching-Rearing.- When the leaves of the mulberry have put
forth, to the size of about an inch in diameter, it may be generally inferred
that the proper time for hatching the worm has at:rived.
The papers or cloths containing the eggs should thell be brought o,ut and
placed in the hatching' room, upon a table or trays made for the purpose.
When artificial means are employed, the temperature should be gradually
raised' until the time of hatching, which will be in about ten days., to 75 0
or 80 0 of Fahrenheit's thermometer. But few worms will make their appearance On the first day, but on the second and third the most will come
out; should there be a fe'w remaining unhatched on the fourth day they may
be thrown away, as they do not always produce strong and healthy worms.
Wh~n the worms "pegin to make their appearance, young 'mulberry leaves
cut mto natrow strips should .be laid over them, to which they will readily
attach themselves; these should be carefully removed and placed compactly
upon a cloth sci'een or tray, prepared for them, and other leaves placed upon
the eggs, for the worms' that still l'emain, which should be passed off as'
before. A singular fact will be observed,·,that all tile worms will hatch between sunrise and before noon of each day, Care should be taken to keep the
worms of each day's hatching by themselves, as it is. of the greatest importanc~ to have ,the moultings and changes of all the worms as simulta~eous \
as pOSSIble. It IS also important that the worms that have been translel'red
to the trays should not be fed until the hatching for the day is completed,
so that all may be fed equally. Young and tender leaves should be selected
to feed the ,worms with; these should be cut with a sharp knife into pieces
D?t exceedlllg a qua~'ter ~f an inGh square, and evenly sifted over them.
'1 hey should be red III thlS way six or eight times in twcnty-j'our hours, as
,
near as, possI~le at r~gular and stated"periods,
It WIll be ImpOSSIble .to lay down any definite rules for the qu~ntity of
leaves necessary for a grren ,number o,f worms, for e~ch succeedmg day,
through every age. After a lIttle acquamtance WIth their nat-ure and habits
the intelligence and judgmen,t of the attendant will be'the best guide; they
should, however, have as much as they ,"vill eat, but after a few days care
should be taken not to give them more than they will generally con~ume~
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as this will increase the accumulation of litter, which will endanger the
health of the WOIIDS: In the las~ age they eat voraciously, when they
should be well supphed. A quantIty of leaves should always be on hand
.
in - case of wet weather.
When the average range of the thermometer is between 70° and 80 0 , the
several moultings will take place near the fifth, ninth, fifteenth, and twentysecond days after hatching. It may be ,known when the worms are about
to cast their skins, as they cease to eat and remain stationary, with ,their
heads raised and occasionally shaking them. This operation will be more
distinctly. observed as they increase in size, through their succeeding ages.
Assummg the above temperature ~s the standard, the quantity of leaves
for the tbree first days of this Uhe first) age must be gradually increased at
each feeding, after which they will require less at each succeeding meal
until the time of moulting arrives, when, for about twenty-four hqurs, they
eat nothing. But as it is seldom the case that all cast their skins at one
and the same time, some will still -be disposed to eat, when a few leaves
must be cut fine, and sparingly scattered over them, so that those that remain torpid may be disturbed as little as possible. They must now be carefully fed in this way until it is discovered that some have moulted, when the
feeding must cease altogether until the most of them have recoveredo This
rule must be partioulmoly regarded through all the succeeding moultings,
otherwise some of the worms will be far- in advance of others; and this
want of uniformity will increase throughout each Sricceedin~ age, and to the .
period of winding, which will not only result in great Inconvenience in
gathering the cocoons, but will materially injure the worms, and consequently lessen the crop of silk.
When the greatest portion of the worms have moulted and appear active,
leaves a little wilted are laid oyer them, by which they are passed to clean
trays. If any still remain that have moulted, they must be' transferred in
the same manner, by laying more leaves upon them. The remnant of wqrms
that have not changed their skins, should be left upon the litter, and added
to those of the next day's moulting. By closely regarding these rules
throughout the several ages, the worms wilf generally all COIDmenc~ the
formation of the cocoons about the same period.
, After having gone through and r~u'Uished all the worms witha quantity of
leaves, it is-well to go over a secoD;,d time and add more where tp.ey seem to
require it.
VelY young and tender leaves must be given to the worms in the first
age; after which older ones can be given, as they advance in age, until after
the last moulting, when they should be fed upon sound full~grown leaves. '
After the second moulting, the leaves, \vhere large crops ar~ fed, may be
cut by running them twice through a common rotary hay or stmw-c':1ttel' of
Hovey'S, or one of a similar muke.
The worms will frequently heap together and bec~me too thick, as they
increase in size; when they are fed, the leaves must be spread and the
space enlarged, or they may be removed by leaves or twigs of the mulberry
• to places uno,ccupiecl. If they are permitted to be crowded, disease is apt to
follow" and the whole crop endangered.
,
.
It will sometimes be observed, when the light falls more duectly on OUB SIde
the hurdle than the othel' that the worms wiD incline to leave that side and
become crowded on tfte opposite, when the hmdle should be turned around.
Up to the last motdting it.is best to feed the worms entirely upon the
0

of
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.leaves of the multicauHs; after which the Canton or w~ite Italian ShOl~d
"be llsed if a full supply can be obtained-the fonner bemg cqllsllmed ,wIlh
greater 'avidity, and the acculTIulati~n of litter is ~onsequentJ:r less: :rhe
I

Cl\Ilton and llalian produce the heav~est co~oon) while the multlcaults YIelds
a finer and stronger fibre. In pursUIng thIs course, the advantages of both
are. in some degree secured.
The worms should be removed from. their litter immediately aftel' each

moulting, und in .their fourth ~ge the hurdles should be cleaned u/ second
time, and aner Lhe last moultmg they should be removed at least every
second day.
.
Where nets are not used, in the last ages the worms are changed, by laying over them the small branches of the muJberry.
Recently brunch feeding, as it is termed, has been introduced with some
success and with great economy of tir;ne; in the last ages of the worms,
care should be taken to lay, the branches as evenly as possible, especially
where it is designed to use twine hurdles, otherwise it will be difficult for the
worms to ascend through the netting.
.
. When the worms are about ,to spin, they present something of a yellowish
appeGlrance; they refuse to eat mid wandel' about in pursuit of a hiding
place, and thra\v out fibres of silk: upon tbe leaves. The hurdles should
now be thoroughly cleaned for the lnst time, and something prepared for
them to fonn their cocoons in. Various plans have been proposed for this
purpose. The lath frames, before described, I prefer. They are used by
restipg the back edge of the frame upou the hurdle, where the two meet in
the double range, and raising the front edge up to the under side of the
hurdle above, which is held to its
place by two small wire hooks at·
tached to the edge of tbe hmdle,
' t h us:
~
'
sh owmg
an en(IVIew
A covering of paper or cloth should be applied 10 the la1h frames. In
using the hui'dles and screens, I. rem aye tile screen from under tbe hurdle,
turning the other side up, and letthlg it down directly ~pon the winding
frame. This affords double the room for the worms to wind in. Lath
frames of this description have advantages that no other fixtures for winl1ing
possess that I have ~yer seea tried. The frame resting up>on the back side
of each hurdle renders tbis side more dark, which places the worms instinc·
lively seek, when they meet with the ends of the laths, and immediately
ascend to convenielit places for the formatio,l1 of their cocoons. From these
frames the cocoons are gathered with great facility, and free from litter and
dirt, and when they are required they are put up with great expedition .
. Where branch f~eding has been adopted by some, no other accommodatIOn has been pl'O\Tlded for the winding of the worms than that afforded them
by the branches from which they have fed; This is decidedly objection'able,
as the worms ar~. ~lways disposed to rise until their course is obstructed
above. When thiS IS not the 'case, they wander about for hours upon the
tops of tile branches, and only descend after their strength becomes ex.
h~'\usted, and the result is, the production of a crop 'of loose inferior cocoons.
Next to lath frames, small bunches of straw afford the best accommodaf.ion
for this purpose. Rye straw is preferred. Take a small bunch about the
size. of the little finger, and with some strong twine tie it firmly about half
an mcb from the bult of the straw;- cut the bunch off about half an inch
lo~ger tl~an the dis(ance between the. hunll~s. They are thus placed upright
wIth theJl' butt ends downwards; With .lhelf tops spreading out, interlrtcing
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each other und pressing against lhe hurdles above. They should be thickly
set in double 7'OWS ahout sixteen inches apart, across the hurdles. These
may be preserved for a number of years.
After the most of the worms have arisen, the few remaining may be
l'enloved to hurdles by thomselves. In three or four 'days the cocoons may
be ga,thel'ed. While gathering) those designed for eggs should be selected.
Those of firm and fioe texture with l'Ound hard ends are the besL The
smaller cocoons most generally produce the male) and those larger and more
fuU at the ends, the female insect. Each healthy female moth will lay from
four hundred to six hundred eggs. But it is not always safe to calculate on
one half of the cocoons -to produce female lUOihs. Therefore it is well to
save un extra number to insure a supply of eggs.
rf'he cocoons intended for eggs should be stripped of their floss or loose
tow,'which consists·of irregular fibres, by which the worm attaches its work
to whatever place it is about to fonp its cocoon. -These should be pluced on
hurdles, in a thin layer, and ill" about two weeks the moths will come out;
always in the forepart of the day, and generally befol'e the sun is two hours
high. If laid upon a net hurdle (which is best) they will immediately fall
through the meshes and remain suspended on the under side, where they
are not liable to become entangled in the cocoons. As soon as the male
finds the female they become united. They should be taken carefully by
the \-vings, in pairs, and placed upon sheets of paper, to remain until near
night, when the femrue will be anxious to lay her eggs. Then take each
gently by the wings and separate then1, placing the females at regular dis.
tances) about two inches from each other, upon sheels of paper 01' fine cotton
01' linen cloth; these should hang over a line, or be tacked to the side of the
house. In two or thr~"e nights the moths will complete their laying, when
they should be removed from the papers or cloths. Frequently the males
uppear first in the greatest numbers, some of which should be reserved each"
day, In Case there should afterwards be an excess of females. They should
be shut out from the light, otherwise they are liable to injure themselves by
a constant fluttering of their wings. The female is largest.. and seldom'
moves or flutters.
. Killing the Ch1'!Jsalides.-After the cocoons have been gathered, those
that Elxe intended for sale, or for future reeling) must be submitted to some
process by which the moths will be killed, othenvise they will perforate and'
spoil the cocoons. This is done by various methods. The most simple and
convenient is to 'spread them thinly on boards) and expose them to the direct
rays of the sun. In a hot day many of them will be killed in a few hours,
but they must be stirred occasionally, or some will be liable to escape tile
heat, and afterwards come out At Economy they plnce them in an air~
tight box containing about ten bushels, (the box should always be full, or
if uot, a partition is fitted down to the cocoons,) sprinkling evenly through
the wlwle, beginning at the bottom) about three ounces ~f camphor, slightly
hloistened with alcohol, and finely p~verised. T~e box is then closed, and
the seams of the top covered by pasting strips of paper over the111. They
remain in this way about three or four days. They are tp.en spread out
U1inly in an upper loft to cure, where they should be occnsionnlly stirred."
It win require some weeks to thoroughly Cure them. Before camphoring,
the dead and b,d cocoons must be taken out, otherwise they will spoil the
good ones.
When it is convenient, it is best to reel as many of the cocoons as possible
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immediately ufter they are gathe~ed, as they reel much more freely, before
they are exposed to the sun or dned"
Succession of 01'0ps.-Pl'e~el'vatw" of ~ggs.-):tepea.ted attempts haye
been made 10 ,feed a successIOn of crops of worms throughout the entIre
season from the same stock of .eggs. In most instances success hus failed to
attend these etTorts. ,iVhen proper ~means are employed and due care
observed the eggs may be presenred and worms successfully raIsed until the
feed is d~s{royed by the frost. In many ye~rs' experience I have never failed
in'this respect.
" In tbe spring of 1840 I cqmmunicated to Miss Rapp, of Economy, my
method of presenTing eggs, which she immediate~y adopted, and has pursued
it un(il the present tirne with perfect success, feedmg from eJghteen to twentyfive crops each year: The following is an extract of a letter from the postmaster at Economy, dated JanualY 19th, 1843.
(( Between May and September, we raised near twonwllions of worms, in
eighteen sets, of near equal numbers, abopt a week apart, producing three
hundred and seventy-one bushels of cocoons. The last crop hatched the
9th of September anel spun the 10th of October. We found no difference
-in the health of the different sorts. Vi,Te are of the opinion that the late
keeping of the eggs does not bring disease on the wonns, if they are kept
right, and gmdually brought forward as they ought to be."
It may be reniarked '"that the qualities of the mulberry leaf are such in
the latter part of the season that as heavy cocoons will not be produced as
in the first. A bushel of the first crop raised at Economy, in lhe season
refetl'ed to, pro,duced twenty-three .and a quarter ounces of reeled silk, and
the last crop, wound "in October, but nineteen ounces. About one month of
the best part of that season of feeding was lost by the severe frost that
occurred on the 5th of May, which entirely killed the young leaves, and must
have materially injured the whole crop of the season.
My method of preserving eggs is to place them in the ice house in Feb_
ruary, or early in March or sooner if the weather is warm. For this purpose a box or square trunk is made, extending from within one foot of the
bottom of the ice to the top. This may be made in joints, so that as the ice
settles the upper joints may be removed. The eggs should be placed in a
tin box, and this enclosed' in a wood one, and suspended in the trunk near
the ice. The communication of Wllrrn air should be cut off by filling the
opening with a bundle of straw or l1ay. The eggs should be aired for a few
minutes, as often as once. in one or two weeks, always choosing a cool dry
morning; when selection~ for succeeding crops may be made, these should
be I?~ced in another box and gradually raise~ in the trunk for several days,
aVOldmg a too sudden transition from the Ice· to the temperature of the
hatching-room.
Their ice-house at Economy is conneded with the cellar, the bottom of
the former ?ein~ eighteen inches below that of the latter. A long wooden
box extendmg mto the ice-house level with the bottom of the cellar floor
contain,S aU the smaller boxes of ~ggs. The door of the box, opening in th~
cellar 1 1S kept w~U closed to prevent the admission ~f warm air. They
e.Il"!ploy another. Ice-house, sunk deep in the cellar, Wlt~ shelves gradually
l1sm~ from the Ice up to the top ,of the ground, upon whIch the eggs of sueceedmg crops are placed) and raIsed one shelf higher every day until they
are taken in to the hatching room. The past senson they ha~7e hatched
abplt.five ounces of J~.ggsJ or one hllndr~d thol1san~ worms every foUl' days.
tseases of the fS.,..lk Worra..-·The SIlk worm, like every other animal or
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each olher, and pressing against the. hurdles above. They should be thickly
set in double toWS about slxteen mches apart, acroSS the hurdles. These
may be preserved for a number of years.
After the most of the worms have arisen, the few remaining may be
removed to hurdles by themselves. In three or four days the cocoons may
be gathered. While gathering, those designed for eggs should be selected.
Those of firm and fine texture with round hard ends are the best. The
srnaller cocoons most generally produce the male and those larger and more
full at the ends, the female insect. Each healthy female mOlh will lay from
four hundred to six hundred eggs. But it is not always safe to calculate on
one half of the cocoons 'tb produce female moths. Therefore it -is well to
Save an extra number to insure a supply of eggs.
~
rfhe cocoons intended for eggs should be stripped of their floss or loose
tow; which consists of irregular ftbtes, by which the worm attaches its work
to whatever place it is about to fOl'll1 its cocoon. -These should be pluced on
hurdles, in a thin layer, and in' ahout two weeks the moths will come out;
always in the forepart of the day, and generally before the sun is two hours
high. If laid upon a net hurdle (which is best) they will immediately fall
through the meshes and remain suspended on the under side, where they
are not liable to become entangled in the cocoons. A£. soon as the male
finds the female they become united. They should be taken carefully by
the wings, in pairs, and placed lll)on sheets of paper, to remain until near
night, when the female will be anxious to lay her eggs. Then take each
gently by the wing's and separate theni, placing the females at regular dis.
tanl~es, ab]ouht twoI inchhes fr oll1 each othel:'l~pon shbeels elf P1uperlor fine cotton
or men cot; tlese s au l(1 h ang over a me,or e taGcec to t 1e side of the
house. In two or lhl'~·e nights the moths will complete their laying, when
they shoulCl be removed from the papers or cloths. Frequently the males
appear first in the greatest nnmbers, some of which should be reserved each
day, in cuse there should afterwards be an excess of females. They should
be shut out fron') the light, otherwise they are liable ,to injure themselves by
a constant flnttering of their wings. The female is largest, and seldom
moves or fiutters.
Killing the Chl'ysctUdes.-After the cocoons have been gathered, those
that are intended for sale,.or for future reeling, must he submitted to some
process by which the moths will be killed, otherwise they will perforate and'
spoil the cocoons. This is done by various methods. The most simple and
convenient is to 'spread them thinly on boards, und expose them to the direct
rays of the sun. In a hot day lllany of them will be killed in a few hours,
but they n1usl be stirred occasionally, or some will be liable to escape the
heat, and afterwards come out. At Economy they place them in an air·
tight box containing about tim bushels, (the box should. always be full, 01'
if ,nbt, a partition is fitted down to the cocoons,) sprinkling evenby through
the whole, beginning at the boltom, about three ounces ~f camphor, slightly
'l11oistened with alcobol, and finely pl:!-lverised. Tp.e box is then closed, and
the seams of the top covered by pasting strips of paper over them. They
remain in this way about three or four days. They are tJlen spread out
thinly in an upper loft to cure, where they should be ol)cusionaUy stirred.,
It will require some weeb:s to thoroughly cure them. Before camphodng,
the dead and bad cocoons must be taken out, othelwise they will spoil the
good ones.
When it is convenient, it is best to reel as many of the cocoons ilS possible
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insect is Hable to diseuse and premature death. European writers have
enumerated und described six particular diseases to which it is subject. Btlt
in our more congenial climate nothing is wanting to insure a healthy stock
of silk worms, and a pJ'Ofitable return from their labors, but to give lhem
sujjie.ent room, a regular and full supply of suitable food, a strict regard
to cleanlin(!s~, and a proper ventilation oj their apartments.
,
J n excessIvely hot, damp, or sulLry weather, in the last age, the (hsease
known as the yello'l:Vs sometimes occurs. Where open feeding is adopted
some fine ai7'-slacked lime may, be sifted on the worms once or twice a day,
before feeding, and the diseased and dead worms picked· out and thrown
away .. In a regular cocoonery, properly ventilated and s~upplied with an air
furnace, dry nil' should be made to circulate freely. Bnt if the temperature
is above eighty or eighty-five degrees, the ventilating apparatus should be
constantly employed until a change of weather occurs, 01' the diseMe dis-.
appears.
A feeding house should be so arranged as to cut off all communication of
rats and mice from the worms ilnd the C(!)coons.
Reeling.-VVe have now arrived at another branch of the silk business,
which more properly comes under the head of manufacturing. Every
farmer who engages in the silk culture, in order to avail.himself of an
additional profit, should provide his family with a suit"ble reel, by the use
of which, after a little experience, he will be enabled to offer his silk in
market, in a form thftt will greuLly enhance its value, and lIiuch reduce the
trouble and expense of tl'anspork'ltion. Reels can now be procured in almost
I any of the pdncipal cities at a small cost, or they can be made by any ingenious farmer or caJpentel'. The reel now uniformly used is that known
as the Piedmontese.
All attempts to improve this i'eel in its general principles, I believe, have
failed. At Ecol1:)rrlY, however, they have made an addition which niay be
found useful. It consisls of two pair of whirls, made of wire, in the form
of an aspel to a reel, about four inches long and two and a half inches
across at the ends, the wires being bent in the midtll,e, leaving 'them about
one and a half inches across from ann to arm, making the circumference
about six inches. Thesf} whirls are set in an iron frame, and run each upon
two points or centres. Each pair is set equidistant, on a direct line, about
eight inches apart, between the first guides and those on the traverse bar,
instead of making the usual numbel' of turns around each thread, as they
pass between the guides on the reel. With this arrangement, each thread
is taken from the basin and passed through the ~rst guides, then curried
over and around the two whirls, and wnere they pass each other on the top,
the tUrns are made necessary to give firmness to the thread, then passing
directly through the guides in the traverse bar t9 the arms of the reel, making
each thread in reeling independent of the other. This enables the reder,
when a remnant of cocoons are to be finished on leaving the work, to unite
both. threads inlo one, retaining the necessary size; whereas both would be
too fine if continued on the. reel in the ordinnry manner.
Directions for 1·eeUng ..:.....-In family establishments, a common clay or iron
furnace should be procured, to which should be fitted a sheet-iron top;
about twelve inches high, with a door on one side, and a small pipe on the
opposite sid\,! t.o convey off the smoke; this top should retain the sume bevel
or flare as the ftunn.ce, so as to be about twenty jnches in diameter at the.
top. The pan should be tweuty inches sqUllre and six inches deep, diviued
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intp fouy ap;utm~nts two of which, sh~uld be ,one in.cp. lal'g~r one way than
the others. - Th.ey should all commUlllcate wlth ~uch other at the bOLtO!n.
In large'filiatures, a,small steaiu engine to propel tbe reels, &c.) a~d to
heat the water fo\' reelmg would be necessary.
.
Before the operation ofre?ling is commenced, the cocoons m?st b.e stnpJ?~d
of their lloss) all_d assorted Into three separate parcels, accordlpg to qt,ahty,
or of different deO"rees of firmness. The double cocoons or those formed by
two o~ more' \Vo~ms spinning together, the fibres ~l'OSSi~1g each otIier und
rendering (hem difficult to reel; these should be laId aSIde to be man ufactured in a different manner.
After the cocoons have been assorted as above directed, the operation of
reeling mal' be commenced. The basin should be nearly filled with the
softest water, and kept to LI; propel' heat by burnmg charcoal1 or some othet
convenient method of keepmO' up a regular heat. The preCIse temperature
cannot be aseertained until the reeling is commenced, owing to the di~erent
qualities of cocoons; those of the best quality will require a greater degree
of heat than those of a more loose and open texture; hence the importance
of assisting them. Cocoons also require less heat, and reel much better,
when done before the chrysalides are killed, and the cOCOOns become dried.
The heat of the water may b" raised to nea,' the boiling point, (it should
never be allowed to boil,), when tvw or three handfuls of cocoons may be
thrown into one of the large apartments of the basin, which must be gently
pressed under water for a few minutes, with a little brush, made of broom
c,orn, with the ends shortened. The heat of the water will soon· soften the
gum of the silk, and thereby loosen the ends of the filaments; the reeler
should then gently stir the cocoons with the brusb, until the loose fibres
adhere to it; they are then separated from the brush, holding the filaments
in the left hand, while the cocoons are carefully combed down between the
fingers of the right hand, as they are raised out of the water. This is continued until the floss or fals~ ends are all drawn off, and the fine silk begins
to appear; the fibres are then broken off and laid over the edge of the basin.
The floss is theu cleared from the brush and laid aside as refuse silk, and
t1;le operation continued until most of the ends are thus collected.
If the silk is designed for sewings, about twenty-five fibres should compose a thread; if intended for other fabrics, from eight to fifteen should be
. reeled together. The finer silk should always be reeled from the best
cocoons. The cocoons composing the threads are taken up in a small tin
skimmer, made for the purpose, and passed from the large aparhnent of the
oasin to those directly under the guides. As the ends become broken they
are passed back into the spare apartment, where they are again collected to
be returned to the reel. The requisite number of fibres thus collected for
two. threads are passed, each, tlll'ough the lower guides, They are then
wound ,arou;nd each other two or three times, and each carried through the
two gmdes In the traverse bar and then attached to the armS of the reel.
The turning should now b~ 'commenced with a slow and steady motion
~ntil the threads run fi·eely. While the reel is turning, the person attend:
mg the cocoons must continually be addinO" fresh ends, as they may be
reql~ired, not waiting until the number she began ':r1th is reduced, because
~he mt~rnal fibres are much fi~er than those composmg the external layers.
I~ addl~g new ends, the reeler must attach them, by gently preSSltlg thel~,
V!ltb a lIttle tnm between tbe thumb and finger, to the threads as they are
running. As the silk is reeled off, the chrysalides should be taken out of
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asin otherwise they obscure and thicken the water and injure the color
ustr~ of the silk. When the water becomes discolored it should always
ged
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I cocoon m
. burs or'bunch es, .
in feel··mg, th e silk I eaves he
It .IS eVl'd ent
'ater is too hot; or when the ends cannot be easily collected with the
, Of,

when found, do not run freely, the water is too cold.

pail of cold water should always be at hand, to be added to the basin
may be required. When the cocoons yield their fibres freely, the reel
)e turned with a quicker motion. The quicker the motion, the smoother
letter will be the silk. When from four to six ounces have been reeled,
'pel may be tal,"n off, that the silk may dry. The end should be fasso as to be readily found. Squeeze the silk together and loosen it
the bars; then on the opposite side tie it with a band of refuse silk or
then slide it off the reel, double, and again tie it near each, extremity.
,e quality of the silk depends much upon the art and skilful manage_
of the reeler. All that is required to render one perfect in the art of

•

19, is a little practice, accompanied at the beginning with a degree of
nee, and the exercise of ;'udgment in keeping up the proper tempera)f water, and the threads of a uniform size.
mufactu1"C 'If pel/orated cocoons.--The perforated and double cocoon.

)e manufactured into various fabrics, such as stockings, gloves, under~

and the like. Before the cocoons can be spun, they must be put
clean bag, made of some open cloth, anel placed in a pot or kettle,
covered with soft water, with soap (hard or soft) added, sufficient to
, a strong suds, and boiled for about three or four hours. If they are
red to be. very nice and white, ilie water may be changed, and a
l quantity more of soap, added, and again boiled for a fe,'" minutes .
. they are boiled, they mey be hung up and drained; they should then
used while, in the bag, in fair water, and hung out to dry, without dis~
ng them in the bag. When completely dry, they may be spun on' the
non flax wheel, by first taking the cocoon in the fingers, and slig/ttly
,ning the fibres that become flattened down by boiling, and then spinoff from the pierced end. The silk will run entirely off, leaving the
bare.
.
le double cocoons may be spun' in the same manner, but should be.
d separately.
I,
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MANAGEMENT OF A COCOONERY .
• MACKSHILL, COCOONERY '. near

Readin'g,

t

HamIlton Co., OhIO, Nov. 17, 1845. \
" HOOPER,

eqr 'Sir: Agreeably to your request, I will give my mode of silk growl have been feeding, for the last six years, with varied success. I
, tried a number of plans and find the more simple the plan the better.
e Morris' Burlington frame, and think it decidedly the best I have seen

ied. First-have good eggs, well kept, and do not let them hatch till
n'weather has fairly set in-say from tenth to twenty-fifth of May, as
~eason may be.
1

As soon as they are hatched, lay on leaves and move

on to clean papers by lifting the leaves.

Be careful not to get them

thick, or you cannot feed them enougn without covering them too deep
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